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Abstract
Shortly before finishing his studies with Arnold Schoenberg, Roberto Gerhard composed Andantino, a
short piece in which he used for the first time a compositional technique for the systematic circu-
lation of all pitch classes in both the melodic and the harmonic dimensions of the music. He mod-
elled this technique on the tri-tetrachordal procedure in Schoenberg’s Prelude from the Suite for
Piano, Op. 25 but, unlike his teacher, Gerhard treated the tetrachords as internally unordered
pitch-class collections. This decision was possibly encouraged by his exposure from the mid-
1920s onwards to Josef Matthias Hauer’s writings on ‘trope theory’. Although rarely discussed by
scholars, Andantino occupies a special place in Gerhard’s creative output for being his first attempt
at ‘twelve-tone composition’ and foreshadowing the permutation techniques that would become a
distinctive feature of his later serial compositions. This article analyses Andantino within the context
of the early history of twelve-tone music and theory.

How well I do remember our Berlin days, what a couple we made, you and I; you
(at that time) the anti-Schoenberguian [sic], or the very reluctant Schoenberguian,
and I, the non-conformist, or the Schoenberguian malgré moi. Maybe I’ve got it
all wrong, but that’s how I remember it; anyway, the two recalcitrants in the fold.

– Letter from Roberto Gerhard to Marc Blitzstein, 11 February 19631

Almost a century after Arnold Schoenberg revealed to his closest circle of friends and disciples
his novel technique of ‘composition with twelve tones’, serialism is regarded as one of the
most significant innovations in twentieth-century art music. As a crucial marker of musical
modernism, preliminary and early developments in serial composition have received
increased academic interest over the past three decades; significant effort has been made to
understand the different processes by which the first generation of twelve-tone composers
gradually found their personal twelve-tone voices through different implementations of serial
procedures in their works.2
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Roberto Gerhard’s Andantino for clarinet, violin, and piano, composed shortly before the
end of his studies with Schoenberg, belongs to the corpus of early proto-serial works penned
in the third decade of the twentieth century. This long-neglected piece features Gerhard’s first
attempt to develop a compositional technique for the systematic circulation of all twelve pitch
classes in both the vertical and the horizontal dimensions of music. Essentially, his method
consists in the division of the aggregate (the total chromatic) in three discrete tetrachords
and the free permutation of the pitch classes within them for the composition of melodies
and chords.
This technique is modelled on the procedure in Schoenberg’s Suite for Piano, Op. 25, in par-

ticular the first movement Prelude, which Schoenberg composed in the summer of 1921.
Gerhard’s tri-tetrachordal method, however, diverges fundamentally from Schoenberg’s in
that Gerhard treats the tetrachords not as internally ordered structures but as what we
would call unordered pitch-class sets, a decision possibly encouraged by his exposure from
the mid-1920s onwards to Josef Matthias Hauer’s writings on Tropenlehre (‘trope theory’).
In Andantino, no series – of any length – is used as a referential collection from whose

intervallic structure the musical materials derive; Andantino is thus not a serial composition.
The piece is rather a transitional work to Gerhard’s personal engagement with serial organi-
zation in the Wind Quintet (c. 1928), his most accomplished composition of the 1920s, in
which he skilfully marries serial organization to permutation procedures and overt allusions
to folklore. The techniques of pitch-class reordering implemented in Andantino and the
Wind Quintet foreshadow the distinctive permutation procedures in Gerhard’s mature
twelve-tone compositions of the 1950s and 1960s.
In reference to the originality of the compositional technique employed in the Wind

Quintet, Gerhard recalled decades later: ‘I always felt a heretic in the Schoenberg circle and
nothing, to my mind, could show the bias and the extent of my deviation more unambigu-
ously than the unorthodox serial technique I invented for my quintet.’3 Albeit on a smaller,
more modest scale, Andantino is also a result of the spirit of independence with which
Gerhard explored the compositional possibilities of nascent twelve-tone techniques during
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3 Roberto Gerhard, Programme notes for the Wind Quintet, in Roberto Gerhard Archive, Cambridge University

Library. Catalogue No. 12.27; quoted in Gabriela Lendle, Zwölftontechnik als neue Form von Tonalität: zu Roberto
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his years as a student of Schoenberg. This article discusses Gerhard’s first engagement with
twelve-tone composition and analyses the compositional technique conceived for
Andantino within the context of the early history of twelve-tone music and theory.4

Gerhard’s first attempt at twelve-tone composition
Gerhard most likely composed Andantino in the last semesters of his studies with
Schoenberg, betweenmid-1927 and early 1928. In the previous years he had been taking com-
position lessons with Schoenberg, first as a private student in Mödling, near Vienna (from
December 1923 to late 1925), and then starting from early 1926 as a member of the compo-
sitionMeisterklasse at the Akademie der Künste in Berlin, where he would stay until summer
1928. During his first three years as a pupil of Schoenberg, Gerhard focused exclusively on
technical exercises in harmony, counterpoint, instrumentation, and musical analysis.
Judging by Schoenberg’s report for the Akademie, it was not until late 1926 that Gerhard
began to overcome the artistic crisis that had gripped him for several years. As late as
mid-1926, Schoenberg reported to the Akademie der Künste that Gerhard was still ‘in the
midst of a crisis that will perhaps decide his future as a composer’.5

According to Schoenberg’s report, it was not until late 1926 that Gerhard decided – or was
allowed by Schoenberg – to compose pieces of music again. After a set of variations for piano
(now lost) and the unfinished Divertimento for Winds (1926–27), he penned a three-
movement string quartet titled Quartetto No. 3 (c. 1927) as a final project for his studies
with Schoenberg. In his last semester at the Akademie, Gerhard made ‘various attempts’ at
composition. Schoenberg was unspecific as regards genre, number of movements or instru-
mentation. Andantino might have been one of these attempts. Table 1 shows Schoenberg’s
complete report on Gerhard’s work at the Meisterklasse in Berlin.
Gerhard copied the parts for the violin and the clarinet on staff paper sold by Ashelm, the

brand he and his classmate Adolph Weiss used for works dated up to 1927 and 1928.6 These

4 I use the term ‘serialism’ to allude to compositional techniques that embody serial principles; that is, to refer to the use

of series of any length (for instance, the seven-tone row in Gerhard’s Wind Quintet). To specifically refer to compo-

sitions governed by twelve-tone series, I use the term ‘twelve-tone serialism’ or ‘dodecaphony’. With the terms ‘twelve-

tone method’ and ‘twelve-tone composition’, I refer to different techniques employed in the 1920s to regulate the cir-

culation of all twelve pitch classes. The last two terms thus encompass both serial techniques and non-serial techniques

such as Hauer’s trope technique and the method implemented in Andantino.

5 Arnold Schoenberg, ‘Frequenznachweis’ (certificate of frequency) for Roberto Gerhard. Archive of the Akademie der

Künste (Berlin), Shelf Mark Pr Adk I/128, pages 101, 102, 83, 86, 60, and 65. The original German text is reproduced in

Diego Alonso, ‘“Unquestionably Decisive”: Roberto Gerhard’s Studies with Arnold Schoenberg’, in The Roberto

Gerhard Companion, ed. Monty Adkins and Michael Russ (London: Ashgate, 2013), 31. On Gerhard’s artistic crisis

of the period 1921–26 and on his progress and compositional work under Arnold Schoenberg, see Diego Alonso,

‘Unquestionably Decisive’, 26–7, and Leticia Sánchez de Andrés, Pasión, desarraigo y literatura. El compositor

Roberto Gerhard (Madrid: Fundación Scherzo, 2013), 56–66.

6 Gerhard’s Quartetto No. 3 (c. 1927) and Sonata for Clarinet and Piano (c. 1928) are written on Ashelm paper. Adolph

Weiss also used paper of that brand to copy a four-hand piano arrangement of the third movement of his

Kammersymphonie (1927), which he gave to Gerhard as a present. The scores of the three works are kept today at

Institut d’Estudis Vallencs under catalogue numbers Manuscrits Musicals 08.01.02, 01.11, and 10.06 respectively.

The notebook used by Gerhard in Schoenberg’s class is also of Ashelm’s brand (Manuscrits musicals, No. 14.01.09).
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parts (not the full score/piano part) contain dynamic, tempo, and articulationmarks that were
added in pencil and written in German, but not in Gerhard’s hand. This suggests that
Andantino was performed with Gerhard at the piano in a German-speaking context, most
probably in Berlin, either in Schoenberg’s class (in which the students used to perform and
discuss their works) or, less likely, in a private concert, independent of Schoenberg’s teach-
ing.7 A number of pencil marks encircling some tetrachords on the full score hint at the pos-
sibility that Gerhard discussed his compositional method with someone, possibly his teacher,
his classmates, or other composer colleagues (Figure 1).
As Gerhard did not give the piece a title, Meirion Bowen adopted the piece’s tempo indi-

cation as its title, by which the work has been known since its publication in 2001. Contrary to
Bowen’s opinion, I see no reason to think that Gerhard could have planned to incorporate
Andantino into a larger multi-movement chamber composition.8 Instead, the piece seems
to be a single compositional exercise or experiment on the systematic organization of the
twelve tones, which Gerhard apparently never intended to make public. In addition to
being untitled, the piece was neither included in the 1929 retrospective of Gerhard’s works
at the Palau de la Música Catalana in Barcelona nor mentioned in the 1929 interview with

Table 1. Schoenberg’s report on Gerhard’s progress in the Meisterklasse of the Akademie
der Künste

Semester

Effort and
involvement

in class
Student’s
progress

List of compositions created
during the course

Winter Sem. 1925/26 Average [left blank by
Schoenberg]

[left blank by Schoenberg]

Summer Sem. 1926 Average At present
poor

He is currently in the midst of a crisis
that will perhaps decide his future
as a composer. [illegible] exercises.

Winter Sem. 1926/27 Average Satisfactory Variations for piano
Chamber music for 10 wind
instruments

Summer Sem. 1927 Average Good String Quartet
Winter Sem. 1927/28 Satisfactory Good Chamber music for wind instruments
Summer Sem. 1928 Satisfactory Good Various attempts

The full score and the parts for the violinist and the clarinettist are kept at the Robert Gerhard Archive at Institut

d’Estudis Vallencs (Manuscrits musicals, No 01.12). No sketches of Andantino or any other source related to the

piece are extant. The brand of paper used for the full score is unknown.

7 On Schoenberg’s Meisterklasse at the Akademie der Künste, see Metzger and Riehn, ‘Berliner Schule’ and Peter

Gradenwitz, Arnold Schönberg und seine Meisterschüler: Berlin 1925–1933 (Vienna: Zsolnay, 1998).

8 Bowen suggests that both Sonata for clarinet and piano andAndantino could be either self-contained single-movement

works or movements of larger chamber compositions. Meirion Bowen, Preface to the edition ofAndantino (Barcelona:

Tritó, 2001), 5.
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Catalan cultural journalMirador in which Gerhard listed all the works he had recently com-
posed (even the unfinished Divertimento for Winds).9 Furthermore, there is no documental
evidence of any public performance of Andantino – other than the aforementioned perfor-
mance in 1927 or 1928 – given during Gerhard’s life. The public premiere of the piece
took place almost a century after its composition on 9 February 2011 at Fundación Juan
March in Madrid, performed by Trio Messiaen.10

The twelve-tone series as melodic resource
Andantino follows an extended ternary form with two contrasting, recurring sections that
I have labelled A and B (Table 2). Except in a few brief passages, the violin and the clarinet
play expressive, ample melodies and the piano accompanies them with chordal structures.
The more lyrical, cantabile melodies of the A sections contrast with the angular melodies,
sharp articulations, more complex textures and faster tempi of the B sections.
The piece opens with a violin melody consisting of all twelve pitch classes. It is stated again

in sections A′ and A′′ and functions as the musical basis for the piece. In this first statement,
the twelve-tone melody is extended with a four-note motive ending on pitch A4 (Example 1,
b. 3). That pitch and its lower tritone have the longest durations of all the pitches in the open-
ing melody. This is the first of several strategies by which Gerhard stresses pitch classes A and
E@ throughout the piece. Considering this A-centricity, the first three notes of the melody can
be seen as an embellishment of A4 and the semiquavers as three passing notes to its lower
tritone. Gerhard’s early interest in octatonicism – clearly manifest in his works of the

Figure 1. Pencil marks encircling some tetrachords in the clarinet and violin voices on the full score (bb. 7–9).

9 Francesc Trabal, ‘Una conversa con Robert Gerhard’, Mirador 47 (19 December 1929), 5.

10 The recording of the performance is available at the website of Fundación Juan March: http://digital.march.es/clamor/

en/fedora/repository/atm%3A5394#flowplayer (accessed 12 March 2019).
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1920s – is apparent in this melody. As seen in Example 1, a descending octatonic hexachord
is placed exactly in the middle of the twelve-tone melody.11

In section A′ the opening melody is restated again, now ornamented with a septuplet and
some note interpolations (marked with * in Example 2). This melodic variation presents all
twelve pitch classes again before repeating any of them, now in a new ordering with respect to
the opening melody. Significantly, the pitch-class content of the octatonic motive remains
unvaried. Pitch class A and now its perfect (not the augmented) fourth (pitch D5) are
given the longest durations.
In section A′′, the opening melody is restated at the original transposition level with minor

rhythmic variations (bb. 33–6). The four-note extension is now absent and the duration of the
final pitch class E greatly extended (Example 3).
The perfect fourth (E) and the perfect fifth (D) of the centric pitch class A are respectively

emphasized in the second and third statements of the main melody. The trichords formed by
the tritone A–E@ plus one of these pitch classes are members of the octatonic subset 3-5, a set

Example 1. Opening melody in Andantino (violin, bb. 1–3).

Table 2. Formal structure of Andantino

SECTIONS BARS

A 1−7
B 7−15
A′ 16−22
B′ 23−32
A′′ 33−42

11 The first edition ofAndantino from 2001 includes a number of wrong notes (for instance, pitch G2 instead of F2 in bar

22, or D@4 instead of D4 in bar 33) that were amended in the second edition from 2010. In both editions Bowen added

dynamics, tempo, articulation and other markings absent in Gerhard’s manuscript. For my study, and for the musical

examples shown below, I have only considered Gerhard’s handwritten full score and parts. Pitch classes are identified

in the examples by integer numbers (C = 0, C# = 1. . .) and letters (T = ten and E = eleven).
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particularly pervasive in Schoenberg’s early non-tonal music and a favourite of Gerhard since
the early 1920s.12

Immediately after its restatement at T0 (bb. 33–6), the twelve-tone main melody is trans-
posed at the tritone with the last and second-to-last pitch classes switched with respect to
their T6 transpositional level (bb. 36–8, Example 4). This change allows the transposed mel-
ody to finish on pitch class E. This variation does not affect the aforementioned octatonic
motive, whose pitch-class content remains unaltered.
The restatement of the opening twelve-tone melody at the original transpositional level in

the last section of the piece (bb. 33–5) indicates a sense of structural return and closure. This is
the only recurrence of a specific ordering of the twelve pitch classes in Andantino (i.e. the
opening twelve-tone ordering is the only one stated more than once in the piece). The mel-
ody’s transposition at the tritone (Example 4) is the only instance of transposition of a twelve-
tone series. The fact that this transposition is not literal and that no twelve-tone melody is
subjected in Andantino to any inverse or retrograde operations indicates that Gerhard con-
ceived the opening twelve-tone melody as a theme in a traditional manner (i.e. as a recurrent
melody with a recognizable rhythmic profile and melodic contour, susceptible to traditional
melodic variation) rather than as a referential series of fixed intervallic relations that generate
all the melodic and harmonic materials of the composition.

Example 2. Variation of the main melody in section A′ (bb. 16–17).

Example 3. Restatement of the opening melody in section A′′ (piano, bb. 33–6).

12 As Richard Taruskin has pointed out, pitch-class set 3-5 (what he calls ‘the atonal triad’) is in Schoenberg’s early non-

tonal music ‘the basic harmonic building block, in fact, providing his music with a sonic norm much as the triad had

always done in “common-practice” harmony’. The set is particularly pervasive in Erwartung and the Three Piano

Pieces Op. 11, both from 1909. Richard Taruskin, Oxford History of Western Music, Vol. 4 (New York: Oxford

University Press, 2005), 331. On the importance of pitch-class set 3-5 in Gerhard’s first Apunt for piano (1921),

see Diego Alonso, ‘Un hito de la modernidad musical española: el primer Apunt para piano de Roberto Gerhard’.

Acta musicológica 89/2 (2017).
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Tetrachords as unordered pitch-class collections
In order to avoid the repetition of any pitch class before all twelve are stated, Gerhard
divides the aggregate into three discrete, mutually exclusive tetrachords and subjects the tet-
rachords’ pitch classes to constant permutation for the generation of new chords and
motives. While the three tetrachords tend to follow a specific order – particularly at the
beginning and at the end of the piece – their constituent pitch classes are always freely per-
muted. Theoretically, the three tetrachords (and therefore all twelve pitch classes) have to be
stated before any pitch class can be repeated. The systematic circulation of all twelve tones is
thus assured.
Example 5 shows the first tri-tetrachordal complex employed in the piece. Its constituent

tetrachords, which I have labelled A, B, and C, shape the melodies and most of the accompa-
nying harmonies in the opening section A. In the example, their pitch-class content is
displayed in normal form (not used by Gerhard). This is one of the twenty-four possible
ways in which the four pitch classes of a tetrachord can be ordered. Tetrachords B and C
are octatonic subsets.13

Example 6 shows the first three bars of the piece. The violin plays the main melody
(Example 1). The clarinet plays two motives which imitate the contour of the main melody’s
head; the second motive also imitates the rhythmic structure. The piano accompanies them
with chords. The tetrachordal divisions are marked in the example with different types of
lines. Note that the violin and the clarinet play two different melodies based on the same
three tetrachords in the same order (ABC). Their melodic profile is different because of
the different ordering and register of the tetrachords’ pitch classes. The piano states the
three tetrachords vertically and in retrograde order with respect to the violin and clarinet
(CBA). This procedure allows tetrachord A, stated linearly by the violin in b. 1, to be accom-
panied by tetrachords C and B in chordal form in the piano part. The full chromatic is already
stated at the outset of the piece. Significantly, the opening five-note chord (pitch-class set
5-10) is a subset of the octatonic collection.14

Once the three tetrachords have been stated, the process starts again in each voice. The
three tetrachords are played twice in the same order (ABC, ABC by the violin and the clarinet,

Example 4. Main melody’s transposition at the tritone (clarinet, bb. 36–8).

13 Thirteen of the 29 four-note sets classified by Allen Forte are subsets of the octatonic collection.

14 Of the 38 five-note sets classified by Forte, only seven are subsets of the octatonic collection: 5-10, 5-16, 5-19, 5-25,

5-28, 5-31, and 5-32.
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and CBA, CBA by the piano).While the order of the tetrachords is preserved in each voice, the
pitch classes within them are freely reordered. Gerhard does not follow any specific method
for the permutation of the pitch classes within the tetrachords.
After the statement of the mainmelody in the three-bar opening section, Gerhard begins to

take a number of liberties with the described organizing method. In bars 4–6 (Example 7), the
violin and the clarinet follow the initial tri-tetrachordal division (ABC) but the piano states a
series of tetrachords that do not conform to a tri-tetrachordal complex (no set of three con-
secutive tetrachords exhausts the aggregate).
The most significant deviations from the described method occur in sections B and B′. At

the beginning of section B (bb. 7–10), two complexes are operating at the same time (framed
with a thick line in Example 8): one controls the pitch-class content of the violin and clarinet
voices and another the pitch-class content of the bass melody. Tetrachord D, in the upper
complex, is repeated a number of times (vertically and horizontally) before the remaining
two tetrachords E and F are stated (bb. 8–10).
Something similar occurs in bars 26–8 (Example 9), where the piano states the same

tetrachord several times as an ostinato. This is one of the very few cases of ostinato writ-
ing in the piece and of retrograde ordering of a tetrachords’ pitch classes (compare the

Example 6. Opening tri-tetrachordal organization in Andantino (bb. 1–3).

Example 5. First tri-tetrachordal complex in Andantino.
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Example 9. Ostinati in Gerhard’s Andantino (bb. 26–8).

Example 8. Opening of section B (bb. 8–10).

Example 7. Second part of section A (bb. 4–6).
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first and second frames). Note the emphasis on A (stressed by duration) and its tritone
D# in the bass line.
The restatements of the main melody at the original transpositional level in sections A′ and

A′′ (Examples 2 and 3) are accompanied by vertical arrangements of the opening tetrachords
(ABC), now differently ordered between and within them. Significantly, both sections also
open with an octatonic pentachord: section A′ with pc set 5–25 (b. 16), and section A′′

(b. 33) with pc set 5-10 (the set that opened Andantino, now differently arranged).
The opening tri-tetrachordal complex also controls the clarinet and the piano voices in the

five-bar closing section of Andantino (Example 10, bb. 38–42). The order between the
tetrachords (not within them) is the same as in the opening section A. (The violin voice is
controlled here by a complex from sections B.) The section opens and closes with vertical
statements of tetrachord A built on the centric pitch class A.

Schoenberg’s Prelude as model
Gerhard’s procedure for melodic and harmonic organization in Andantinowas influenced by
Schoenberg’s twelve-tone technique in the Prelude of the Suite for Piano, Op. 25, composed

Example 10. Five-bar closing section of Andantino (bb. 38–42).
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(together with the Intermezzo) in summer 1921. The configuration of the Prelude is based on
composites of three discrete, internally ordered tetrachords which Schoenberg organizes
either linearly to form a twelve-tone series or non-linearly to generate different aggregate
fields. The latter is almost always the case in the Prelude. The piece’s opening treble melody
(Example 11) is one of just two instances in the Prelude of a strictly linear presentation of a
tri-tetrachordal complex (the second is the bass melody in bb. 7–9). Both linear statements of
the complex are at the same transpositional level (at prime form). All other combinations of
the tetrachords generate non-linear aggregate fields, of which the melody played by the left
hand in Example 11 is the first instance. Note that the bass melody imitates, at the tritone,
the contour and interval structure of the treble melody.15

Gerhard modelled the main melody of Andantino (and with it the piece’s main tri-
tetrachordal complex) on the twelve-tone melody that opens Schoenberg’s Prelude. The sim-
ilarities between both configurations are noteworthy: both include a tetrachord with the same
interval-class structure (a member of pc-set 4-12) and two other tetrachords sharing
three pitch classes with tetrachords from the other complex (marked with + and x in
Example 12). The tritone is a key interval in both structures. It occurs twice in the sequence
of intervals of Schoenberg’s complex (at the end of tetrachords A and B) and is the interval
that spans the complex’s first and last pitch classes (E–B@). In Andantino the tritone spans the
opening melody’s centric tones A and E@. (The tones following them generate a second, struc-
turally less significant tritone with the same pitch-class content as Schoenberg’s second tri-
tone A@–D).
Schoenberg generates most of the materials in the Prelude by subjecting the opening com-

plex (shown in Example 12) to the operations of transposition, retrograde, inversion, and

Example 11. Tri-tetrachordal organization in the opening of the Prelude from Op. 25.

15 Schoenberg’s Prelude has been analysed in detail by a large number of scholars. Recent studies include Richard

B. Kurth, ‘Mosaic Polyphony: Formal Balance, Imbalance and Phrase Formation in the Prelude of Schoenberg’s

Suite, Op. 25’, Music Theory Spectrum 14/2 (Fall 1992); How, ‘Arnold Schoenberg’s Prelude’; Jack Boss,

Schoenberg’s Twelve-Tone Music. Symmetry and the Musical Idea (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014),

35–121; John Brackett, ‘Schoenberg, Unfolding, and “Composing With Twelve Tones”: A Case Study (Op. 25/I)’,

International Journal of Musicology 11 (2015). These approaches have been the basis for my comparative analysis

of the Prelude and Andantino.
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inversion-retrograde. The tritone is the only level at which the complex is transposed. The
complex’s forms in the piece are thus P0, I0, R0, RI0 and P6, I6, R6 and RI6. Apparently, at
the time of composition of the Prelude, Schoenberg conceived of the relationship between
the basic complex and its transposition at the tritone as being analogue or related to the ‘dom-
inant’ function in tonal music. In his sketches for the piece, from 1921, he labelled the original
complex ‘T’ (presumably for Tonika) and its transposition at the tritone ‘D’ (presumably for
Dominante). And, when discussing the piece in a series of lectures around early 1922, he
referred specifically to the tritone transposition as the ‘dominant form’ of the Grundgestalt
(see the following section of this article).16

The complex’s transposition at the tritone articulates a number of structures in the Prelude,
including the aforementioned canon-like imitation at the outset of the piece.17 Gerhard’s
introduction of the imitative clarinet motives in bars 2 and 3 of Andantino might have
been prompted by the Prelude’s opening canon. Since Gerhard’s tetrachords are not inter-
nally ordered, the clarinet maintains the contour of the original motive (and for the second
motive also the rhythm) but not its interval structure (Example 6).
Schoenberg marks the return to the opening material of the Prelude in section A′ (second

half of b. 16) with a two-bar cadential passage shown in Example 13. The passage consists of a

Example 12. Similarities between Schoenberg’s and Gerhard’s main tri-tetrachordal complex at T0.

16 The sketches are reproduced in Reinhold Brinkmann, Arnold Schönberg. Sämtliche Werke, ser. B, IV (Vienna:

Universal Edition, 1975), 77. On Schoenberg’s understanding of the tritone as a kind of ‘dominant substitute’ – as

Deborah H. How calls it – see How, ‘Arnold Schoenberg’s Prelude’, 84–110; Heneghan, ‘Tradition as Muse’, 177;

Sichardt, Die Entstehung, 72–86.

17 Fusako and How propose that the opening bars of the Prelude are modelled on the theme and answer that open Bach’s

Fugue in C#Major from the second book of Das Wohltemperierte Klavier, BWV 872 (see How, ‘Arnold Schoenberg’s

Prelude’, 81). In 1941, Schoenberg explained that the transposition at the tritone was necessary in order to avoid octave

doubling when stating the tri-tetrachordal complex at P0 and P6 together. Arnold Schoenberg, ‘Composition with

Twelve Tones (1)’, in Style and Idea, ed. L. Stein, trans. Leo Black (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of

California Press, 1985), 233.
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statement of the complex at P6 followed by three chords with fermata. The tri-tetrachordal
organization of these chords is controlled simultaneously by complexes P0 and I6. This is
one of the few instances in the Prelude in which the tetrachords are not clearly ordered within
themselves following a single complex’s form. After the third fermata, a varied restatement of
the opening bass melody, now one octave higher, opens section A′ of the Prelude.18

In Andantino, the tritone of the centric pitch class A is stressed in the passages preceding
the points of structural return. Pitch D#3 is stated in the bass immediately before the statement
of the ornamented main melody in section A′ (b. 15). Particularly conspicuous is the prom-
inence of the tritone in the two-bar section that precedes the final section A′′, shown in
Example 14 (bb. 31–2). The emphasis on the tritone D# (by means of repetition and register)
and its integration in a tremolo-like ostinato texture (accompanied by a tremolo in the violin
voice) may well have been modelled after the texture and harmonic organization of the sec-
tion that articulates the return to the opening material in the Prelude, shown in Example 13.
In the Prelude, the tritone also shapes the contour of the bass voice in the closing bar: the

final tone D@1 (the lowest in the piece) is preceded by four reiterations of its tritone G, as
marked in Example 15 (note also the emphasis on C# in the treble voice).
The tritone also articulates the structure of Andantino’s final section A′′. The restatement

of the main melody at P0 (Example 3, bb. 33–5) is immediately followed by its transposition
at the tritone (Example 4, bb. 36–8a) and the final five-bar section centred on pitch

Example 13. Return to the opening material in the Prelude (bb. 14–16).

18 On the Prelude’s overall form, see Boss, Schoenberg’s Twelve-Tone Music, 40 and Kurth, ‘Mosaic Polyphony’, 196. The

pitch-class organization of the three chords with fermata and its relationship with P0 and I6 is described at length in

both essays and in How, ‘Arnold Schoenberg’s Prelude’, 294.
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class A. In the latter section, the tritone plays a significant structural role (Example 10, bb.
38–42). The final triadic sonority, built on A1, is preceded by two dyads in the piano voice,
which Gerhard encircled in the manuscript (Figure 2). These dyads, corresponding to tet-
rachord B, are arranged so that A@ (the ‘leading tone’ of pitch class A) is the lower tone and
its tritone D# the higher one. Both are inverted in the first half of the same bar; the tritone is
stated there (like in Schoenberg’s final bar) several octaves apart from the root of the
final chord.

Example 14. Return to the opening material in Andantino (bb. 30–3).

Example 15. Final bar in the Prelude.
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In chordal form, statements of tetrachord A preceded by tetrachord B are frequent
in the piano accompaniment of the sections of Andantino controlled by the opening
complex ABC. Gerhard uses this progression (BA) for closing all statements of the
main melody at T0 (see bb. 2–3, 17–18, and 34–35). This procedure and the harmonic
organization of the two last bars hint at an understanding of the tetrachord containing
the tritone (tetrachord B) as a harmonic condition requiring resolution, as a kind of
‘dominant sonority’ which is resolved to the ‘tonic’ tetrachord containing the centric
pitch class A (tetrachord A).
When Gerhard adapted the tri-tetrachordal method from the Prelude for his own use in

Andantino, Schoenberg had already abandoned that technique; the notion that a linear order-
ing of a twelve-tone series (with no emphasis on tetrachordal partitions) is theGrundgestalt of
a twelve-tone composition had by then been established in Schoenberg’s recent serial com-
positions. But, was Gerhard aware of these latest developments in his mentor’s technique
when he undertook around 1927 the composition of Andantino?

New formal principles
Schoenberg’s first discussion of his new method of ‘composing with twelve-tones’ took place
at his home in Mödling almost two years before Gerhard arrived in Vienna. Around early
1922, induced by the fear of being taken as an imitator or plagiarist of Hauer, Schoenberg
gave a series of lectures to a reduced group of friends, making it clear that he, and not
Hauer, was the real discoverer of the twelve-tone method.19 Two partial transcripts of

Figure 2. Encircled tetrachords at the end of Gerhard’s manuscript of the Andantino.

19 Schoenberg (and many others) dated this announcement to 1923; see Arnold Schoenberg, ‘Schoenberg’s Tone Rows’

(1936), in Style and Idea. Selected Writings of Arnold Schoenberg, ed. Leonard Stein, trans. Leo Black (New York:

Belmont Music Publishers, 1975). Recent studies situate Schoenberg’s first lectures on his new method in late 1921

or early 1922; see Fusako Hamao, ‘Redating Schoenberg’s Announcement of the Twelve-Tone Method: A Study of

Recollections’, Gamut: Online Journal of the Music Theory Society of the Mid-Atlantic 4/1 (2011), Article 8. https://

trace.tennessee.edu/gamut/vol4/iss1/8.
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these lectures are extant: an anonymous, typed transcript of the first lecture (or lectures) enti-
tled Komposition mit zwölf Tönen and a set of more cursory handwritten notes, apparently
taken by Alban Berg.20

Komposition mit zwölf Tönen outlines Schoenberg’s compositional experiments leading up
to the discovery of the earliest dodecaphonic procedures. The Prelude is not named in the text
nor are any specific references to its pitch-class structures, but, as Deborah H. How has
pointed out, the text perfectly describes the surface-level details found in the piece. Part of
those lectures seem thus to have focused on the compositional method implemented in the
Prelude.21 The technique of ‘composing with twelve tones’ is described in the lecture’s tran-
script as follows:

The twelve tones have presented themselves first as a succession, from which a three-
voice passage then develops. The second voice complements the first. The third rep-
resents the rest: part completion, part deficient [and] demanding [chromatic] com-
pletion. From these Grundgestalten all conceivable forms are produced, following
from inversion, retrograde, and retrograde of the inversion. In addition to the
Grundgestalt a dominant-form is developed, proceeding from the following idea.
The dominant of a twelve tone row lies in the middle, is the same as the diminished
fifth. Through these transformations eight Grundgestalten are obtained: eight
springs [Quellen], as it were, from which Gestalts can flow. The further use of
Gestalts can proceed more freely.22

Among the attendees at Schoenberg’s lectures was AntonWebern, who implemented some
of the principles expounded by Schoenberg in the preliminary compositional work of the
song ‘Mein Weg geht jetzt vorüber’. Webern started the composition in mid-July 1922 by
writing a vocal line on the chorale text that gives the title to the piece. From it he derived a
twelve-tone row that he then subjected to the operations of retrograde and inversion. From
the series he fashioned a second series that was transposed at the tritone and labelled ‘D. F’
(apparently for ‘dominante Form’). Besides writing out both twelve-tone series in linear
form,Webern divided the series in composites of three discrete tetrachords and experimented
with lining them on top of one another. This first attempt at twelve-tone composition was not
carried out beyond preliminary experimental work. Apparently lacking confidence in his

20 Anonymous. Komposition mit zwölf Tönen, undated typescript, Austrian National Library, Music collection, NB

Folder F21 Berg 121. A transcription of Komposition mit zwölf Tönen can be found in Rudolf Stephan, ‘Ein frühes

Dokument zur Entstehung der Zwölftonkomposition’, in Festschrift Arno Forchert zum 60. Geburtstag (Kassel:

Bärenreiter, 1986). See a complete English translation in Ashby, ‘The Development’, 223–41. Berg’s notes are kept

at the Austrian National Library, Berg Collection, Folder F21 Berg 107/I, fols. 12–13. The document is transcribed

in Werner Grünzweig, Ahnung und Wissen, Geist und Form: Alban Berg als Musikschriftsteller und Analytiker der

Musik Arnold Schönbergs, Alban Berg Studien, vol. 5, ed. Rudolf Stephan (Vienna: Universal Edition, 2000), 285–

92. A discussion of the authorship and the relationship between Komposition mit zwölf Tönen and Berg’s notes can

be found in How, ‘Schoenberg’s Prelude’, 157–66.

21 How, ‘Schoenberg’s Prelude’, 156.

22 Annonymous, Komposition mit zwölf Tönen, quoted in How, ‘Schoenberg’s Prelude’, 156
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ability to reconcile the inflexibility of the fixed orderings with the free development of
motives, Webern eventually abandoned the idea of basing the piece on ordered pitch-class
collections. There is no documentary evidence that he considered the possibility of treating
the tetrachords as unordered collections, as Gerhard later did.23

A few months later, Alban Berg began composition on the Chamber Concerto, the first
work in which he attempted to establish a more or less regular and constant circulation of
the aggregate. Although he used an ordered twelve-tone melody as the piece’s theme and sub-
jected several structures to proto-serial procedures, none of these are carried through to the
extent that the Chamber Concerto could be considered a truly serial composition.24 In the
summer of 1925, four years after Schoenberg completed the Prelude, Berg undertook what
he considered his ‘first attempt at strict twelve-tone serial composition’:25 the second setting
of Theodor Storm’s poem ‘Schließe mir die Augen beide’. This song served as preparatory
work for Berg’s first extended twelve-tone composition: the first movement of the Lyric
Suite, penned immediately afterwards.26

When Berg began work on the Lyric Suite in mid-September 1925, Gerhard had been living
in Vienna for almost two years. On 25 February 1924, two months after his arrival to the
Austrian capital, Schoenberg’s Suite for Piano, Op. 25 was premiered by Eduard
Steuermann at a concert in the Vienna Konzerthaus, which Gerhard in all likelihood
attended. Gerhard integrated himself relatively quickly in Schoenberg’s Viennese circle. It
is therefore not impossible that he had a chance to read Komposition mit zwölf Tönen, of
which apparently one or more copies were made.27 However, it seems more likely that
‘Neue Formprinzipien’ (New Formal Principles), the first published essay on Schoenberg’s
twelve-tone method, was the primary source through which Gerhard first learned about
the fundamentals of Schoenberg’s twelve-tone method. The article appeared in the special
issue of Universal Edition’s journal Musikblätter des Anbruch in September 1924, in
celebration of the composer’s fiftieth birthday. The most significant members of
Schoenberg’s circle – including Anton Webern, Alban Berg, Hanns Eisler, Adolf Loos, and
Rudolf Kolisch – collaborated on the issue. Gerhard, who was invited to the celebrations in
Mödling, owned a copy of the issue, which he kept until his death.

23 On Webern’s composition see Shreffler, ‘Mein Weg’; Heneghan, ‘Tradition as Muse’, 195–7; How, Schoenberg’s

Prelude, 225–32.

24 George Perle, The Operas of Alban Berg, vol. II: Lulu (Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press,

1989), 5. See also Lambert, ‘Berg’s Path’ and Douglas Jarman, The Music of Alban Berg (Berkley and Los Angeles:

University of California Press, 1979), 80–146.

25 Letter from Berg to Webern, 12 October 1925; quoted in Perle, The Operas, 7.

26 In his sketches for the Lyric Suite, Berg labelled the tritone transposition of the series explicitly as ‘Dominantform’. See

Franz Grasberger and Rudolf Stephan, Die Werke von Alban Berg. Handschriftenkatalog, Alban Berg Studien, vol. I

(Vienna: Universal Edition, 1981), 176.

27 In a letter from 7 January 1922, Webern tells Jalowetz: ‘Too bad that you can’t hear these lectures. By the way, they are

being taken down. I will get you a copy as soon as possible.’AntonWebern, Letter toHeinrich Jalowetz, 7 January 1922,

in Ernst Lichterhahn, ed., Anton Webern, Briefe an Heinrich Jalowetz (Mainz: Schott, 1999), 499. No copy of

Komposition mit zwölf Tönen is kept in the Gerhard Archives in Valls and Cambridge.
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Surprisingly, this first published article on Schoenberg’s new technique was not authored
by the composer himself but by one of his former students, Erwin Stein (1885–1958).28

Following Schoenberg’s ideas, Stein presented the twelve-tone method as an answer to the
‘crisis’ of modern music after the ‘collapse’ of tonality and emphasized the historical inevita-
bility of the abandonment of functional harmony and the adoption of new non-tonal ‘formal
principles’. The birth of twelve-tone music was described as the latest evolutionary step in
Western art music after late nineteenth-century chromaticism. Stein stressed the possibilities
of the new method for achieving formal logic, motivic variety, and structural unity in a wide
variety of ways. The article finished with a brief analysis of some basic aspects concerning the
formal organization and twelve-tone procedures in Schoenberg’s Five Piano Pieces, Op. 23,
the Serenade, Op. 24, and the Suite for Piano, Op. 25. About the later work, Stein wrote:

The Piano Suite shows very strict style – so far perhaps Schoenberg’s strictest. All six
movements – Prelude, Gavotte, Musette, Intermezzo, Minuet, and Gigue – are based
on the same three basic shapes of four notes each, which together form a twelve-note
row: E–F–G–D@; G@–E@–A@–D; and B–C–A–B@. They are inverted and used in both
retrograde motions . . . In addition, the basic shapes and their mirror forms appear in
quasi-dominant versions on the diminished fifth (the centre of the chromatic scale).
There are no other transpositions; the twenty-four forms thus obtained provide the
notes for all the melodic and harmonic events in the six movements . . . At the outset
of each piece, the three shapes are exposed in their straight forms, but in the further
course of events the order of their notes is often drastically changed. The three basic
shapes appear almost always as a group comprising the complete row.29

From 1925 onwards, Schoneberg’s serial method was discussed occasionally in the
Austrian and German specialized musical press. The second essay on the topic appeared in
February 1925, again in the renowned journal Musikblätter des Anbruch, under the title
‘Die formalen Grundlagen des Bläserquintetts von Arnold Schönberg’ (‘The Formal
Foundation of Schoenberg’s Wind Quintet’). Its author was the Austrian conductor, and
Schoenberg’s son-in-law, Felix Greissle (1894–1982), who had conducted the premiere of
Schoenberg’s Wind Quintet in Vienna on 16 September 1924 as part of the celebrations of
the composer’s birthday. Greissle presented the Wind Quintet as ‘the first great work’ in
which Schoenberg’s ‘extremely sophisticated’ twelve-tone technique was employed. After
describing the ‘laws’ that govern the twelve-tonemethod, Greissle referred to the ‘classical for-
mal types’ of each movement (sonata form, scherzo and trio, etc.) and the key importance of

28 Erwin Stein, ‘Neue Formprinzipien’, Musikblätter des Anbruch 6 (1924); reprinted in Erwin Stein, Von neuer Musik:

Beiträge zur Erkenntnis der neuzeitlichen Tonkunst, ed. Heinrich Grues, Engel Kruttge, and Else Thalheimer (Cologne:

F. J. Marcan, 1925); trans. Hans Keller as ‘New Formal Principles’, in Erwin Stein, Orpheus in New Guises (London:

Rockliff, 1953). Gerhard’s copy of the special issue ofMusikblätter des Anbruch is kept at the Roberto Gerhard Archive

in Cambridge University Library under class mark MRS.31.28.

29 Stein, ‘New Formal Principles’, 74. According to How, Stein’s analysis was most likely based on personal, perhaps pri-

vate, conversations with Schoenberg. How, ‘Arnold Schoenberg’s Prelude’, 269–71. See also Hamao, ‘Redating

Schoenberg’s Announcement’, 265.
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classical thematic work in the composition as strong links between Schoenberg’s quintet and
the great musical tradition.30 The ‘constructive principle’ of Schoenberg’s method was now
described as ‘the elaboration of a basic form, that determines the order of the twelve tones
for the whole piece’31 which can be transformed (as a whole) by inversion, retrograde, and
inversion-retrograde.
In June 1925 the score of the Suite for Piano, Op. 25 was published by Universal Edition.

One month later, the music critic Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt published an article in
the Berlin journal Melos about the ‘Prioritätsstreit’ (priority argument) taking place in
Vienna concerning the first ‘discoverer’ of twelve-tone music: Hauer or Schoenberg.
Stuckenschmidt compared their different applications of the ‘twelve-tone system’ and
expressed the hope that the new method could become a tool through which modern com-
posers would be able to write complex musical forms in absence of functional harmony.32 In
June 1926, Erwin Stein reacted to the first negative critiques to Schoenberg’s method, explain-
ing in Musikblätter des Anbruch that, far from being a recipe or mathematical formula, the
twelve-tone system required a great deal of creativity, technical expertise and artistic talent
from the composer.33

Compared to the usual descriptions of the twelve-tone method found in treatises and
textbooks today, these first accounts of Schoenberg’s technique were far less dogmatic or
doctrinal. It was then not yet fully clear that Schoenberg had turned to exclusively serial
composition after the Wind Quintet, Op. 26. Serial and non-serial pitch organization
were seen as equals in Schoenberg’s circle. The prevailing perception was that the
twelve-tone method was not the only way, but rather one compositional strategy out of
many. Gerhard emphasized this idea in his articles on modern music published in 1930,
shortly after the controversial performance of his Wind Quintet and other recent works
in Barcelona:

Ah! if I could have replied to you with a fully formulated recipe [of “the new compo-
sitional methods of the Schoenbergian school”], what a joy . . . for others! No, we will
leave this task to future theoreticians. Like the musicians of the first ‘tonal era’ did,
who composed responding avant la lettre to the laws of historical tonality . . .

Does it concern you that the intellectual techniques of the Schoenberg school can
provide such ample space for intuition? Does it upset you that not everything can
be analysed into theoretical concepts? Does it surprise you that at the beginning of

30 Felix Greissle, ‘Die formalen Grundlagen des Bläserquintetts von Arnold Schönberg’, Musikblätter des Anbruch 7/2

(1925).

31 Greissle, ‘Die formalen Grundlagen’, 63.

32 Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt, ‘Zwölftöne-Musik’, Melos 4 (1925), 518–23.

33 Erwin Stein, ‘Einige Bemerkungen zu Schönbergs Zwölftonreihen’,Musikblätter des Anbruch 8 (1926), 251–3. Other

articles discussing aspects of Schoenberg’s new method prior to 1928 are Leonhard Deutsch, ‘Das Problem der

Atonalität und das Zwölftonprinzip’, Melos 6 (1927) and Theodor W.Adorno, ‘Arnold Schönberg. Fünf

Orchestrerwerke Op. 16’, Pult und Taktstock 4 (1927).
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a new stage of musical evolution, a rational system cannot rise a priori armed to the
teeth, incorporating all the possible modulations?34

Schoenberg’s danger zone
Since Gerhard was a faithful reader ofMusikblätter des Anbruchs,Melos, and other Austrian
and German journals that specialized in modern music, we can infer that Stein’s and
Griessle’s comprehensive essays were his first and primary sources of information about
his teacher’s new compositional method. Gerhard might have also had some conversations
on the topic with members of Schoenberg’s Viennese circle with whom he was friends and
in regular contact (particularly Josef Rufer); but apparently not with Schoenberg himself.
From the mid-1920s onwards, Schoenberg often emphasized that he found it utterly coun-

terproductive to teach the twelve-tonemethod to technically unprepared students, whowould
only be able to apply it in a mechanical and uninspired way. He feared that such composers
would use the twelve-tone technique as a ‘shelter’ in which to hide their technical mediocrity.
Schoenberg stated this idea in a public interview he gave to Gerhard in 1931, published in the
Catalan weekly journal Mirador on the occasion of Schoenberg’s first stay in Barcelona. In
reply to Gerhard’s question about the significance Schoenberg placed on his ‘technique of
twelve semitones’, Schoenberg answered:

I like to walk alone. And, being my pupil, you know already how I have always
insisted in warning those that approach near to my ‘danger zone’ . . . I ought really
to be surprised that you of all people should ask me this question. For youmust recall
from our composition lessons that I am able to clarify more important problems than
that one and like doing so.35

Although this categorical assertion might have been an attempt to counteract the usual
criticism of Schoenberg’s recent music as being too technical, cerebral, and detached
from tradition, it is unlikely that Schoenberg discussed any aspect of the twelve-tone tech-
nique with Gerhard before late 1926 since, up to that date, he still considered Gerhard a
composer ‘in crisis’ with technical deficiencies that required improvement. Schoenberg
might have introduced some aspects of his twelve-tone method to Gerhard and his class-
mates at the Meisterklasse in a lecture in mid-1927, during which Gerhard and American
composer Marc Blitzstein (a new arrival to Schoenberg’s class) played Felix Greissle’s four-
hand arrangement of Schoenberg’s Wind Quintet in class and Schoenberg analysed some

34 Roberto Gerhard, ‘Coda’, Mirador, 63 (1930); trans. in Meirion Bowen, ed., Gerhard on Music (Aldershot: Ashgate,

2000). On Gerhard’s discourses on musical modernity after his studies with Schoenberg, see Diego Alonso,

‘Challenging Schoenberg’s Modernism: Gerhard’s Music and Aesthetics at the Turn of the 1930s’, in Perspectives

on Gerhard: Selected Proceedings of the 2nd and 3rd International Roberto Gerhard Conferences, ed. Michael Russ

and Monty Adkins (Huddersfield: University of Huddersfield, 2015).

35 Roberto Gerhard, ‘Conversant amb Arnold Schoenberg’, Mirador 145 (12.11.1931), 2; trans. in Meirion Bowen,

Gerhard on Music. On Schoenberg’s reluctance to teach the twelve-tone method to his students, see Arnold

Schoenberg, ‘My Blind Alley’ (1926), in Style and Idea, ed. Stein, trans. Black, 95; Sointu Scharenberg, Überwinden

der Prinzipien. Betrachtungen zu Arnold Schönbegs unkonventioneller Lehrtätigkeit zwischen 1898 und 1951

(Saarbrücken: Pfau, 2002), 195; Gradenwitz, Arnold Schönberg, 54.
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features of the work for his students.36 However, it is not clear whether Schoenberg dis-
cussed specific technical aspects of the twelve-tone method or its application in the
Wind Quintet, and if so, in how much detail. ‘I wish I could show you the yards of diagrams
and schemes he [Schoenberg] made out before a note of the Quintet was written’ – wrote
Blitzstein to Nadia Boulanger, his previous composition teacher, in October 1927 – ‘The
whole composition . . . is soluble into some perfectly elementary problem in algebra or cal-
culus.’37 Other classmates, however, remembered Schoenberg’s later analysis of the work in
a different manner. Erich Schmid recalled Schoenberg’s discussion of the Wind Quintet a
few semesters later (in 1931) as follows: ‘Schoenberg used this complicated work to show
how he integrated classical formal principles in his own style . . . It is very interesting
that he never spoke about twelve-tone technique. This was also typical of our classes with
him.’38 Similarly, Alfred Keller – a member of Schoenberg’s masterclass from 1927 to
1930 – recalled that Schoenberg considered the new twelve-tone method ‘a strictly family
matter’ and only discussed his own compositions twice during the three years he spent as
his pupil.39 Hence, Blitzstein’s account to Boulanger seems to be somewhat exaggerated.
The diagrams to which he referred could be those published two years before in
Greissle’s aforementioned article on Schoenberg’s quintet (Figure 3). Indeed, Greissle’s
was one of the very few thorough accounts of the serial method available in 1927 and
thus probably read and discussed by most of Schoenberg’s students at that time.
Considering all this evidence, it seems certain that Gerhard had read the earliest essays on

Schoenberg’s new technique and had held a number of conversations on it with his teacher
and members of his circle when he began the composition of Andantino. Whether these dis-
cussions delved into complex technical aspects of serial composition or included detailed
analysis of the application of the technique in Schoenberg’s recent works is questionable.
In any case, since Gerhard was not as distrustful of his mentor’s method as his good friend
Blitzstein, it is safe to assume that he undertook independent study and analysis of
Schoenberg’s most recent twelve-tone works shortly after their publication (see Table 3).
The Prelude’s significance and special position within Schoenberg’s recent output as the

piece that the latter considered his ‘very first twelve-tone work’ seems to have been the reason,
or one of the reasons, for Gerhard’s decision to model his first attempt at twelve-tone com-
position on the Prelude.40 Since no sketches of Andantino are extant, we cannot know

36 That semester the class comprised twelve students: Gerhard, Winfried Zillig, Walter Goehr, Walter Gronostay, Josef

Zmigrod, Adolph Weiss, Marc Blitzstein, Charilaos Perpessa, Miroslav Spiller, Leo Weiss, Johannes E. Moenck, and

Fried Walter.

37 Marc Blitzstein, Letter to Nadia Boulanger, 18 October 1927; quoted in Pollack, Marc Blitztein, 31. See also David

Drew, ‘Roberto Gerhard: Aspekte einer Physiognomie’, Arnold Schönbergs ‘Berliner Schule’, Musik-Konzepte 117–

118 (Munich: Edición Text + Kritik im R. Boorberg Verlag, 2002).

38 Chris Walton, ‘“. . .My Duty to Defend the Truth”: Erich Schmid in Schoenberg’s Berlin Composition Class’, Tempo

(New Series) 218 (2001), 16.

39 Alfred Keller, ‘Arnold Schönberg. Erinnerungen eines Schülers an seinen großen Lehrer’,Neue Zürcher Zeitung (5May

1974), 51.

40 From the lectures of early 1922 onwards and apparently throughout his life, Schoenberg considered the Prelude to be

his earliest twelve-tone work. In a letter to Nicolas Slonimsky from 1937, for instance, he stated that his ‘very first
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whether Gerhard (likeWebern) first tried to generate all or most of his material by combining
internally ordered tetrachords before eventually abandoning the idea, or whether the intro-
duction of permutation within the aggregate partitions was part of his twelve-tone thinking
from the beginning. In any case, Gerhard’s chosen method in Andantino approximates to the
twelve-tone idea of Josef Matthias Hauer, ‘the other inventor’ of twelve-tone music and
Schoenberg’s rival at the time.

Josef Matthias Hauer’s trope theory
Markedly prolific as both composer and writer of theoretical articles (mostly on his own
music), Josef Matthias Hauer (1883–1959) was regarded from the late 1910s until the Nazi

Figure 3. Twelve-tone schemas in Felix Greissle’s ‘Die formalen Grundlagen des Bläserquintetts von
Arnold Schönberg’.

twelve-toneworks’were ‘somemovements of the “Suite for Piano”which I composed in the fall of 1921. Here I became

suddenly conscious of the real meaning of my aim: unity and regularity, which unconsciously had led me this way.’

Letter from Schoenberg to Slonimsky, 3 June 1937, http://archive.schoenberg.at/letters/search_show_letter.php?

ID_Number=2892. (accessed 28 February 2019). See also Arnold Schoenberg, ‘Modelle zur Komposition mit zwölf

Tönen von der Hand Schönbergs’ (undated), in Ernst Hillmar, ed., Arnold Schönberg Gedenkaustellung (Vienna:

Universal Edition, 1974), 298–9; and Haneghan, ‘Tradition’, 153.
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Anschluss in 1938 as one of the key figures in Austrian musical life.41 Hauer arrived indepen-
dently of Schoenberg at basic concepts of twelve-tone thinking, which he first put into prac-
tice in the piano piece Nomos, Op. 19 (1919) and articulated theoretically in the short book
Vom Wesen des Musikalischen (1920). From late 1921 on, as part of his explorations of the
compositional possibilities of twelve-tone organization, Hauer investigated the systematic
division of the twelve pitch classes into two discrete hexachords. Each pair of complementary
unordered hexachords and its twelve transpositions represent what Hauer called a ‘trope’. The
trope system enabled him to classify any of the 479,001,600 possible twelve-pitch-class
melodies into one of forty-four possible types of tropes. In order to assure the circulation
of all pitch classes, the two hexachords of a trope (A and B) had to be stated one after another,
without any specific order (AB or BA). The order of the six pitch classes within them is not
predetermined and can be freely reordered.
Hauer first mentioned the trope technique in his article ‘Sphärenmusik’, published inMelos

in 1922. Two years later he presented a ‘Tropentafel’ (Table of Tropes) in Musikblätter des
Anbruch as part of his essay ‘Die Tropen’ (The Tropes). In 1925 he thoroughly discussed
the use of tropes in two monographs published in Vienna: Vom Melos zur Pauke. Eine
Einführung in die Zwölftonmusik and Zwölftontechnik, die Lehre von den Tropen.42 The
‘table of tropes’ reproduced in Figure 4 was included in Vom Melos zur Pauke.
Gerhard most likely heard of Hauer’s music and theories for the first time during the

study trip he made across Germany in February and March of 1920. Once settled in the

Table 3. Schoenberg’s published twelve-tone compositions up to 1927

Title Date of completion Date of publication

Five Piano Pieces, Op. 23 February 1923 1923
Serenade, Op. 24 April 1924 Second half of 1924
Suite for Piano, Op. 25 1923 June 1925
Wind Quintet, Op. 26 1923–24 December 1925
Four Pieces for Mixed Chorus, Op. 27 November 1925 1926
Three Satires for Mixed Chorus, Op. 28 April 1926 1926
Suite, Op. 29 c. May 1926 c. May 1927
String Quartet No. 3, Op. 30 8 March 1927 c. December 1927

41 When Gerhard undertook the composition of Andantino, Hauer was at the height of his fame as a composer. In 1927

he was awarded with the Musikpreis der Stadt Wien and his Suite No. 7, Op. 48 received unanimous positive reviews

after its performance at the 5th Festival of the International Society for Contemporary Music in Frankfurt, conducted

by Hermann Scherchen. See Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt’s review in ‘Josef Matthias Hauer’,Musikblätter des Anbruch

10 (1928), 245 and Anton Haefeli’s account of the 5th ISCM Festival in Anton Haefeli, Die Internationale Gesellschaft

für Neue Musik. Ihre Geschichte von 1922 bis zur Gegenwart (Zurich: Atlante, 1982), 152.

42 JosefMatthias Hauer, ‘Sphärenmusik’,Melos 3 (1922); Josef Matthias Hauer, ‘Die Tropen’,Musikblätter des Anbruch 4

(1924); JosefMatthias Hauer,VomMelos zur Pauke: eine Einführung in die Zwölftonmusik (Vienna: Universal Edition,

1925); Josef Matthias Hauer, Zwölftontechnik: die Lehre von den Tropen (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1926). See also

Josef Matthias Hauer, ‘Die Tropen und ihre Spannungen zum Dreiklang’, Die Musik 17/4 (1924–25).
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Austrian capital, he had easy access to Hauer’s published compositions (issued by Universal
Edition) and to his monographs and regular articles on his own compositional theory, pub-
lished in the most renowned Austrian and German musical journals, of which Gerhard was
a faithful reader. Three books by Hauer have been kept in Gerhard’s library: the first and
second edition of Vom Wesen des Musikalischen (1920 and 1923) and Vom Melos zur
Pauke (November 1925).43 Although there is no documentary evidence of when Gerhard
bought and read these books, given his great interest in non-tonal techniques and theories
since the early 1920s, he could in all likelihood have read them not long after their
publication.
Hauer first put into practice his trope technique in the first volume of Etüden für Klavier,

Op. 22, composed in 1922 and published by Universal Edition in January 1926. Significantly,
this is the only score by Hauer published before the composition of Andantino that is extant
today in Gerhard’s library.44 Example 16 shows the compositional procedure in the opening

Figure 4. Table of tropes as published in p. 12 of Vom Melos zur Pauke (1925), owned by Gerhard.

43 Josef Matthias Hauer, Vom Wesen des Musikalischen (Leipzig and Vienna: Verlag Waldheim-Eberle, 1920) and Vom

Wesen des Musikalischen. Ein Lehrbuch der Zwölftöne-Musik, 2nd edn (Berlin and Vienna: Schlesinger’sche Buch-

und Musikhandlung and Carl Haslinger, 1923). On Gerhard’s study trip to Germany, see Sánchez de Andrés,

Pasión, 47–9.

44 Gerhard also owned the four volumes ofHölderin Lieder for medium voice and piano, Opp. 21, 23, 32, and 40 (1922–

25), published by Universal Edition in April 1928. Theodor W. Adorno’s discussion of Hauer’s latter work, issued in
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bars of the fourth Etüde. The upper voice contains a twelve-tone melody in each bar. The
ascending melody in b. 1 is derived from trope 31 in Hauer’s table of tropes. In bar 1,
Hauer reverses the order of the hexachords, transposes their pitch-class content one semitone
higher and reorders freely the six pitch classes within each hexachord. Bar 2 is a transposition
at the octave of bar 1. The descending melody from bar 3 is generated by the transposition at
T11 and the free reordering of the pitch-class content of trope 12.
The trichords in the left hand are always generated by extracting three tones from the upper

melody. This is a procedure typical of Hauer in this period. For him (unlike Schoenberg), the
twelve-tone ‘law’ pertained solely to the shaping force of the ‘melos’, from which all other ele-
ments derive. Therefore, his twelve-tone music consists fundamentally of a succession of
twelve-tone melodies from which the secondary accompanying chords arise. Characteristic
of all Etüden is an ending with a widely spaced tertian chord with fermata: always a major
or a minor triad in root position (Example 17), except for the second Etüde, which ends
on a seventh chord in root position (Example 18). The pitches of these tertian chords are
extracted from the last hexachord and thus conform to Hauer’s trope system. This distinctive
homophony of Hauer’s Etüden is diametrically opposed to the complex three-voice contra-
puntal texture of Schoenberg’s Prelude.45

As Gerhard owned a meagre number of Hauer’s scores in his library, apparently did not
purchase the second volume of the Etüden and he left all of Hauer’s scores behind when
he moved to Cambridge, he was in all likelihood not particularly interested in Hauer’s com-
positional realization of trope theory. By the same token, the fact that Gerhard owned not only
the first but also the second, slightly revised edition of Vom Wesen des Musikalischen (the
content of which hardly changed between editions) and that he took all his copies of
Hauer’s treatises with him when he fled into exile to Cambridge suggests a great and lasting

Example 16. Opening of Hauer’s Etüde, Op. 22, No. 4 (bb. 1–3).

Die Musik in 1929, could have encouraged Gerhard to take a close look at the score, see Theodor W. Adorno, ‘Josef

Matthias Hauer: Hölderlin-Lieder II, Op.23’, Die Musik 21/11 (1928/29).

45 For a detailed account of Hauer’s trope technique, see Johann Sengstschmid, Zwischen Trope und Zwölftonspiel,

Forschungsbeiträge zur Musikwissenschaft, vol. 28 (Regensburg: Gustav Bosse Verlag, 1980) and Hans Ulrich

Götte, Die Kompositionsechniken Josef Matthias Hauers unter besonderer Berücksichtigung deterministischer

Verfahren (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1989). A recent, exhaustive study of Hauer’s trope technique is Dominik Šedivý,
Tropentechnik. Ihre Anwendung und ihre Möglichkeiten (Würzbung: Königshausen & Neumann, 2012).
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interest in Hauer’s twelve-tone theories.46 This hypothesis is reinforced by Michael Russ’s
recent study of the noteworthy parallels between Hauer’s concept of the trope and
Gerhard’s understanding of the intervallic qualities of hexachords and rows, which
Gerhard systematically explored from the late 1940s onwards. Significantly, Gerhard adopted
Hauer’s term ‘trope’ to refer to the thirty-five pairs of possible complementary hexachords,
which he classified by the string of intervals that separate their pitch classes. According to
Russ, even if Hauer’s name is not mentioned in these notes (nor in the long letter Gerhard
sent to Schoenberg in 1950 thoroughly describing these investigations), Gerhard’s study of
the properties of hexachordal structures are clearly derived from Hauer’s trope theory.47

While it seems possible that Gerhard’s exposure to trope theory in the mid-1920s played a
role in his decision to introduce permutation as a fundamental organizing principle in

Example 18. Triadic ending of Hauer’s second Etüde, Op. 22.

Example 17. Triadic ending of Hauer’s fourth Etüde, Op. 22.

46 Von Melos zur Pauke and both editions of Vom Wesen des Musikalischen are kept today at the Roberto Gerhard

Archive at Cambridge University Library (shelf marks 31.37, 31.38, and 31.39). The first volume of Hauer’s Etüden

für Klavier, Op. 22, and the scores of Hölderin Lieder are kept at the Robert Gerhard Archive at Institut d’Estudis

Vallencs in Catalonia (not catalogued). On the publication history and different editions of Vom Wesen des

Musikalischen, see Herbert Henck, ‘Vom Wesen des Musikalischen und Johann Ludwig Trepulkas Arbeitsexemplar.

Ein philologischer Überblick’, published in the author’s website http://homepage.herbert-henck.de/Internettexte/

Trepulka_III/trepulka_iii.html.

47 See Michael Russ, ‘Gerhard, Schoenberg and a Stiff Dose of Theory’, in Essays on Gerhard, ed. Monty Adkins and

Michael Russ (Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2016), 112. A copy of the letter to Arnold Schoenberg

from 16 December 1950 is held in the Cambridge University Library. The letter is discussed and partially translated

in Paloma Ortiz de Urbina, ‘The Correspondence between Roberto Gerhard and Arnold Schoenberg’, Journal of the

Society for Musicology in Ireland 9 (2013–14), 50–2.
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Andantino, the influence of the specific compositional procedures in the Etüden is uncertain.
Besides the treatment of the partitions of the aggregate as unordered collections, the only fea-
ture of Andantino that is more similar to Hauer’s Etüden than to Schoenberg’s Prelude is the
great importance of vertical structures in the accompaniment part. (Indeed, of all pieces com-
posed by Gerhard in Berlin, Andantino is the one in which homophonic textures play the
most important role). These vertical structures are particularly conspicuous at the beginning
and at the end of the piece. They include the final sustained pile of thirds (Example 10), which
is in terms of texture, duration, and sonority much closer to the distinctive triadic endings of
Hauer’s Etüden (Examples 17 and 18) than to the contrapuntal texture in the final bar of the
Prelude (Example 15).
There is, in any case, a fundamental divergence between the way Gerhard and Hauer conceive

the relationship between the horizontal and vertical elements in their twelve-tone pieces. In
Andantino, like in the Prelude and in contrast to Hauer’s Etüden, the twelve-tone method is
intended to control not only the ‘melos’ but also the vertical events of the piece: the partitions
of the aggregate constitute the main structural device for unifying, in terms of pitch-class and
interval-class content, the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the music. This ‘unity of musical
space’was themain principle behind Schoenberg’s serial idea, formulated by Stein in ‘NewFormal
Principles’ as the simultaneouslymelodic and harmonic expression of a unique ‘musical thought’.

Conclusion
For his earliest forays into twelve-tone composition, Gerhard took as reference two of
Schoenberg’s recent works that were equivalent in scope and structure to those he intended
to write: Andantino was modelled on the short piece that Schoenberg considered his earliest
twelve-tone work, and the four-movementWind Quintet –Gerhard’s first serial (or intermit-
tently serial) composition –was, as he explained decades later, ‘of course unthinkable without
a true acquaintance with Schnbg’s [sic]WindQuintet’, that is, with his mentor’s first extensive
application of serialism.48

The twelve-tone technique conceived for Andantino was clearly influenced by
Schoenberg’s compositional method in the Prelude and yet differed fundamentally from it
in that Gerhard chose to relinquish control of pitch-class order within the tetrachords.
This was a further manifestation of Gerhard’s life-long penchant for generatingmusical mate-
rials by freely reordering the pitch classes of a specific collection, already incipient in his ear-
liest non-tonal piece, the first Apunt for piano (1921), whose main melody was generated by
the constant transposition and reordering of the pitch classes of a single trichord (pitch-class
set 3-2) extracted from a Catalan folksong.49

48 Gerhard letter to Leo Black (undated) is quoted in Leo Black, BBC Music in the Glock Era and After. A Memoir, ed.

Christopher Wintle (London: Plumbago Books, 2010), 108. On the similarities and differences between Schoenberg’s

and Gerhard’s wind quintets, see Rachel E. Mitchell, ‘The Wind Quintet as Manifesto: Tradition, Modernity, Vision,

Identity’, in Essays on Gerhard, ed. Monty Adkins and Michael Russ (Cambridge: Cambridge Scholars Publishing,

2016).

49 See Alonso, ‘Un hito’, 179–84.
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Gerhard’s decision, six years later, to introduce pitch-class permutation as a key organizing
element in his twelve-tone method was possibly encouraged by Hauer’s trope technique, with
which Gerhard was familiar since the publication of Vom Melos zur Pauke in 1925 and pos-
sibly even earlier. Hauer’s writings of the 1920s might have provided the theoretical frame-
work for Gerhard’s integration of permutation within his twelve-tone method. The
technique of pitch-class permutation also distinguished Gerhard’s later approaches to serial-
ism. In the ‘heretical’WindQuintet, he often reordered the pitch classes of the seven-note row
or its subsets; when he returned to serial composition with his Capriccio for Flute (1949) and
Three Impromptus for Piano (1950), he was again fond of permuting the pitch classes within
the boundaries of the row partitions, now hexachords. The treatment of the two hexachords of
a twelve-tone row as independent elements, whose pitch classes can be reordered, became a
distinctive feature of his mature twelve-tone compositions of the 1950s and 1960s.
Another significant characteristic ofAndantino is the importance of octatonic structures, in

particular the central octatonic hexachord in all statements of the main melody and the octa-
tonic pentachords at key structural points of the piece. Gerhard’s abiding interest in octatonic
sonorities, apparently spurred by his study in the late 1910s (mainly through Felipe Pedrell) of
the music of Rimsky-Korsakov and greatly developed from the early 1920s onwards through
his exhaustive analysis of Bartók’s and Stravinsky’s music, though a fascinating aspect of his
early work, has remained to a great extent unexplored. Future studies could therefore concen-
trate on the common octatonic traits in Gerhard’s creative output of the interwar period and
examine the development of his octatonic writing from the post-tonal 2 Apunts and 7 Haiku
through the pieces composed for Schoenberg to the more tonally oriented pieces of the 1930s.
Although rarely discussed by scholars, Gerhard’s first attempt at twelve-tone composition

is significant not only for shedding light on the early history of twelve-tone composition –

showing the vastly different paths adopted by the first generation of twelve-tone composers
in their quest for establishing an individual compositional voice in linewith their interests and
inclinations – but also for foreshadowing the permutation techniques that would characterize
Gerhard’s later approaches to serial composition. Andantino occupies a special place in
Gerhard’s creative output of the pre-exile period and confirms his singular position in the
early history of twelve-tone music.
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